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Abstract
Purpose – This paper aims to describe an effort to provide for a robust and secure software development
paradigm intended to support DevSecOps in a naval aviation enterprise (NAE) software support activity
(SSA), with said paradigm supporting strong traceability and provability concerning the SSA’s output
product, known as an operational flight program (OFP). Through a secure development environment (SDE),
each critical software development function performed on said OFP during its development has a
corresponding record represented on a blockchain.
Design/methodology/approach – An SDE is implemented as a virtual machine or container
incorporating software development tools that are modified to support blockchain transactions. Each
critical software development function, e.g. editing, compiling, linking, generates a blockchain
transaction message with associated information embedded in the output of a said function that,
together, can be used to prove integrity and support traceability. An attestation process is used to
provide proof that the toolchain containing SDE is not subject to unauthorized modification at the time
said critical function is performed.
Findings – Blockchain methods are shown to be a viable approach for supporting exhaustive traceability
and strong provability of development system integrity for mission-critical software produced by an NAE
SSA for NAE embedded systems software.
Practical implications – A blockchain-based authentication approach that could be implemented at the
OFP point-of-load would provide for fine-grain authentication of all OFP software components, with each
component or module having its own proof-of-integrity (including the integrity of the used development tools)
over its entire development history.
Originality/value – Many SSAs have established control procedures for development such as check-out/
check-in. This does not prove the SSA output software is secure. For one thing, a build system does not
necessarily enforce procedures in a way that is determinable from the output. Furthermore, the SSA toolchain
itself could be attacked. The approach described in this paper enforces security policy and embeds
information into the output of every development function that can be cross-referenced to blockchain
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transaction records for provability and traceability that only trusted tools, free from unauthorized
modifications, are used in software development. A key original concept of this approach is that it treats
assigned developer time as a transferable digital currency.
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1. Introduction
Software has become the most significant component of a modern combat aircraft’s
capability. This is a trend consistent with many types of weapon systems (Brown and
Hurt, 2017). A cyberattack on US Naval avionics software systems and on the avionics
software supply chain is disturbingly feasible. Senior Navy leadership has stated that
“Adversaries can look for vulnerabilities in the software, supporting systems or supply
chains to disrupt and sabotage operations” (Yasin, 2018). In Naval Aviation, the focus
of the adversary would be the avionics program load, known as the Operational Flight
Program (OFP), along with its software distribution network. Suggested mitigations of
this immediate threat to the software supply chain include hashing (National Institute
of Standards and Technology, 1994, 2015), code signing and the use of Hash-based
Message Authentication Code (HMAC) (National Institute of Standards and
Technology, 2008).

The authors posit that securing the supply chain will ultimately drive the adversary to
attack the software development organization, henceforth referred to as the Software
Support Activity (SSA). This paper presents a model for embedding long-term security in
the code development process of an SSA.

Software Development Operations or DevOps is the implementation of development
under an Information Technology (IT) system. DevOps is the business of the SSA. DevOps
with integrated security is known as “DevSecOps.” Recently, there have been efforts to
bring about effective capabilities in DevSecOps for DoD, most notably the effort of the US
Air Force called Platform One, under the Department of Air Force Chief Software Officer.
This project has provided a number of open-source DevSecOps tools (Platform One, 2020).

It is the intention of PARANOID to complement and enhance above such efforts, not just by
more and better adherence to the conventional cybersecurity best practices such as the Risk
Management Framework (National Institute of Standards and Technology, 2017) and
associated controls (National Institute of Standards and Technology, 2013), but rather to
provide the ability to prove at the point-of-load, on a module-wise basis, that said the software
was developed on tools not subject to unauthorized modifications and that it was developed by
approved developers on approved development hosts on the approved schedule. This
capability involves the utilization of blockchain, making each development action a transaction
such that module-wise authentication is based on vetting blockchain transaction records.
PARANOID, however, is more than simply applying blockchain technology at the SSA.
Rather, it is the judicious combination of a blockchain with a secure and trusted development
environment that enforces transactions based on development. Thus, PARANOID becomes the
basis for proving the integrity of the development system at the point of software load by
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comparing module signatures inserted by the environment throughout the course of
development that can be cross-referenced with blockchain transaction records. The intent is to
push this approach to a “paranoid” degree, such that from the binary, it is possible to trace back
to authenticate the source code and the source code history overall edits, developers, the
developer management chain, any development tools for embedded code and furthermore, the
tools used to develop the tools. All of this is achievable from embedded signing and blockchain.
This solution can coexist with other fielded security solutions or those under development,
adhering to the defense-in-depth best practices (United States Department of Defense, 2019).

1.1 The threat to the software support activity
In 2017, Chinese hackers attacked the development system for CCleaner such that subsequent
builds contained malicious functionality which was distributed to thousands of customers via
automatic update (Saarinen, 2017; Shah, 2017; Higgins, 2018). A variant of this attack was used
against the NetSarang database product development system (GReaT, 2017). Additionally,
there are multiple documented methods of how malicious actors can introduce malicious code
at the SSA, resulting in the compromise of previously-trusted code (Constantin, 2017; Burton,
2017; GReaT, 2017; Gegick and Barnum, 2005; Anderson et al., 2004; CBS, 2015;Wheeler, 2017).

2. The PARANOIDmethod
For digital currencies to be viable, they must support the means to detect fraud, e.g.
counterfeiting and prevention of double-spending (World Crypto Index, 2018). The authors
posit that detecting unauthorized code modifications is, at some underlying level, similar to
the problem of detecting and preventing fraud in digital currency systems. Furthermore, it
will be shown that distributing a currency to various parties in an organization is a way to
distribute authorization. For the SSA, this would be authorization to perform development.
The ability to capture digital currency transactions on a blockchain provides for a non-
reputable record of digital currency transactions. This will be the basis of provability and
traceability in PARANOID’s security model. The Department of Defense (DoD) recently
included the use of blockchain technology in its 2019 Digital Modernization Strategy to meet
network communications security goals (United States Department of Defense, 2019).

2.1 The software support activity security model based on the TECHS condition
The security model of the SSA, in part, relates to who authorizes coding, who is permitted to
develop code, where the code will be developed and in what period of time the code
development will take place. Secure development consists of what is called the “TECHS”
condition:

� Tools and Equipment: Use of approved (known good) development tools or
toolchains, (e.g. editors, compilers, etc.) on the approved development equipment
(e.g. host, server, network, etc.).

� CHain of authority: In corporate and government organizations there is a
management hierarchy, whereby a supervisor authorizes a developer to do
programming work on a project. The supervisor reports to a superior, someone mid-
level in the organization. This reporting relationship possibly repeats some number
of levels, eventually leading to a High-Level Authority (HLA) from which all
authorization to perform development originates.

� Schedule: The code was created/developed/modified/obtained during the officially-
approved development schedule.
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In an ideal world, the TECHS condition holds true. However, in the real world of ever-
present cybersecurity attacks, an attacker violates one or more of these conditions. For
instance, if the attacker makes a malicious modification to source code or to a binary after a
development schedule has officially ended, the attacker is operating outside of the approved
schedule. By implementing malicious functionality that is not intended by management, the
attacker is operating outside of the chain of authority. The attacker is likely to use
unauthorized tools (toolchain) and equipment (development hosts/development network).
What the cybersecurity community needs is a system that enforces the TECHS condition.
PARANOID enforces the TECHS conditions with three primary components: a secure
development environment, a blockchain and an authentication mechanism.

2.2 The foundation: implementing the secure development environment
2.2.1 Secure development environment combined with blockchain-represented transactions
as the basis of security. A secure development capability on the development system is the
necessary foundation for trusting the integrity of development transactions represented on
the blockchain. Specifically, the authors want a development system that makes both the
embedding of signatures, and the subsequent dispatch of the transaction information to the
blockchain processing nodes, mandatory operations associated with every critical
development function.

To achieve this, the authors propose a Secure Development Environment (SDE). The
SDE, as envisioned, would be implemented as a secure Virtual Machine (VM) or secure
container, operating on a host with various security capabilities configured to protect
the VM with regard to integrity. These capabilities would include a Trusted Platform
Module (TPM) (TCG, 2020) for systems using Intel Corporation’s x86 central processing
units (CPUs), Intel Trusted eXecution Technology (TXT) (Intel Corporation, 2019a) and
Software Guard eXtensions (SGX) (Intel Corporation, 2014, 2016b). For systems using ARM,
Trust Zone (Coombs, 2015) would be used for implementing a Trusted Execution
Environment (GlobalPlatform, 2008). All the aforementioned technologies are capabilities
that can provide an attestation of application integrity, i.e. proof that the loaded memory
image of the application, in this case, a development tool, has not been subject to
unauthorized modification even if the host is compromised at the kernel privilege or higher.
TXT uses authentication keying material from the TPM chips, which is securely transferred
to the processor, while SGX uses keying material derived from a master key stored directly
on the processor for attestation.

The SDE is a production virtual machine or container, with an associated hypervisor/
container management package that would ideally come pre-built from a trusted source and
would be installed on the target development host without any modification. It would come
preconfigured with the development toolchain. As illustrated in Figure 1, the SDE has two
major storage volumes. One volume contains the toolchain and the operating system (OS).
This volume is read-only and is not accessible either from the host or from the SDE itself.
The other volume contains the development code. It is writable from the SDE and read-only
with respect to the development host.

2.2.2 A self-hosting secure development environment capability. The ultimate vision for
the PARANOID concept is as a trusted source of DevSecOps toolchains, incorporated into
SDEs that themselves are represented on a blockchain.

Being blockchain-enabled and containing a repository of its own source code for the
toolchain and OS components, in this arrangement, the SDE will have the ability to recompile
itself to create an identical SDE with hashes that could then be cross-referenced with a
blockchain for proving that the built version is identical to the SDE used in implementing the
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build. This capability enables the toolchain to further develop itself, thus providing a self-
hosting capability. In this way, the development of the SDE itself would be a PARANOID
process, i.e. the SDE is the development system for its own development and with the
blockchain, supports an indelible record of its development. The SDE as a self-hosting property
should be achievable on open-source Linux-based VMs or containers, in conjunction with an
attestation capability from the host CPU. This SDE self-hosting property is a significant
strength of the PARANOID approach with regard to providing strong traceability and
provability of the SDE/toolchains with regard to the TECHS condition. Considering the
aforementioned, with regard to the classic Ken Thompson attack on a compiler (Thompson,
1984), PARANOID should provide strong provability and traceability against such a threat.

Should PARANOID gain sufficient traction as a viable DevSecOps capability, it may be
appropriate to eventually have an SDE developer/maintainer agent working with the Navy
(or even at the DoD level, should other services become interested) to manage the
development of the SDE and support the vetting of the toolchain, blockchain and OS
components for incorporation into the SDE. Furthermore, this entity would continuously
improve the SDE with its own developer staff, using the SDE as the development system for
itself in the above described self-hosted manner, with all subsequent modifications to the
SDE recorded on the blockchain. This entity would periodically release new SDE versions
for distribution to various avionics SSAs where these releases would be subsequently used
for embedded software development. Thus, the self-hosted SDE developed under the
PARANOID process will provide for known secure SDEs with the toolchain itself having
full traceability.

2.2.3 The secure development environment provides signatures for weapons replaceable
assembly authentication and other functions.Within US naval aviation, major avionics units
containing electronics are referred to as Weapons Replaceable Assemblies (WRAs). In
WRAs, there are custom electronics boards residing on a backplane that perform low-level
functions related to specific avionics systems such as transmitters, receivers, sensors,
navigation and control systems that are implemented with digital and analog circuits. WRAs

Figure 1.
The secure
development
environment (SDE)
inside a development
(Dev) host
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may also contain one or more Single Board Computers (SBCs) whose coordinated workings
with the custom boards provide the avionics functionality. An OFP is commonly a bundled
group of binary images in which each image individually targets a specific SBC. Under
PARANOID, the binary signed modules are compiled from their corresponding source code
modules. The signature might reside in an unused section of the binary header. For example,
consider the Linux Executable and Linkable Format (ELF) binary structure, in which a
signature block might be implemented in part of the .note section (Linux Foundation, Tool
Interface Standard Committee, 1995). The specific SBC target binary image may have
components such as Real-Time Operating System (RTOS) software, user-mode control code
or User Generated Software (UGS), Board Support Package (BSP) code consisting of board-
level drivers or other software which, in combination, implement the specific avionics
functionality for that particular SBC. As shown in Figure 2, using PARANOID, each of the
individual modules will include a signature block in addition to the standard binary
segments (e.g. text, data, .bss, stack and heap). The expanded signature includes the build
signature of the editor, a second signature from the compiler and a signature added during
the build (linking) process. The initial signature is inserted by the editor upon each edit (or
commit) into a special demarcated section of the source code file. In PARANOID, every
development function involves the exchange of Time-limited Authorized Developer Action
(TADA) represented in blockchain records. Assigned development time in TADA is what
“pays” each transaction. More will be said about this in a later section. Upon compilation, the
edit signature embedded in the source code is accessed by the SDE compiler and
automatically inserted into the signature block of the complier’s output object file. The hash
of the object file is signed by the SDE compiler signing function along with the signature
(signed hash) obtained from the source code. The same thing occurs at the linking stage
concerning the executable binary. It is these signatures, along with their corresponding
hashes, that are used to check against blockchain records of development transactions.

Figure 2.
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2.3 Approach to incorporate software from external sources into PARANOID-based
DevSecOps
At the beginning of avionics software development and during subsequent software
upgrades, original SSA-developed software code or software code from third parties,
e.g. open-source code or procured commercial-off-the-shelf (COTS) code, may be
incorporated into the avionics code base. Anticipating that PARANOID will need to
authenticate any newly introduced software, the HLA can arrange for some number of
signed, “dummy” source code template files containing no actual functioning source
code. These template files can be represented on the blockchain as place-holders for
future modifications, i.e. adding functional source code. Each template would contain
only the embedded signatures and a randomly-generated Universally Unique Identifier
(UUID). To bolster security further, individual developers could be restricted to certain
lineages of source code based on assigned UUID series such that template files are
blockchain represented, possibly corresponding to different lines of embedded software
development, e.g. one line for navigation software, a different line for fire control
software, etc. This restriction might work with corresponding lines of TADA for each
of the aforementioned lines of development with associated template files.

For the introduction of third-party pre-existing source code into the code base
during an upgrade or for a new start avionics software project, the SSA would need to
verify the integrity of the outside source code before incorporation. Then, an SSA-
enforced code entry or enrollment procedure will be required to introduce the code to
the above-mentioned templates using a PARANOID SDE editor. Making peer review a
critical development transaction via a ticketing process would be a means to vet
outside source code being introduced into the SSA code base and would be a means to
defend against dangerous code being “copied-and-pasted” into the SDE editor.
Alternately, or in addition to the above, making the application of static analysis tools
or automated vulnerability detection tools a critical development function for the
above code incorporation would be another approach to support outside software code
entry.

2.4 Use of a digital currency key to implementing PARANOID
To enforce TECHS, PARANOID will use attributes of cryptocurrency in making critical
stages of software development a transaction (Tx), where cryptocurrency is exchanged.
Critical stages subject to transactionsmay include:

(1) Developer Assignment
(2) Editing
(3) Compiling
(4) System builds, e.g. linking and generating the OFP or program load format binary

and possibly other stages of development such as:

� Generation of a board-level storage format binary image.
� Creation of a packed binary, implemented during development with a

compression utility applied to the main board-level binary format.
� Creation of MIL-STD-2217 (United States Department of Defense, 1991)

compliant loader image format (OFP load format), consolidating individual
binaries targeting multiple boards into a single Rapid Reprogramming
Terminal file format (.rrt). This involves additional packing in conjunction with
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combining of board-level and/or subsystem packed binaries having additional
headers inserted to describe the delivery of specific binary packed images to
target SBC boards in WRAs, also adding CRC fields for corruption detection.

Other stages of development that optionally could be implemented as a transaction:
(1) Automated source code analysis (static analysis), using tools such as Polyspace

(The MathWorks, Inc, 2017) or CodeSonar (GrammaTech, Inc, 2018).
(2) Automated vulnerability discovery software, e.g. identification of Common

Weakness Enumeration (CWE) (The MITRE Corporation, 2019).
(3) Compliance testing software, e.g. a compliance test suite for:

� Future Avionics Compatibility Environment (FACE) (The Open Group, 2016).
� Hardware Open Systems Technologies (HOST) (Collier, 2016).

(4) Ticketing, issue resolution tracking, e.g. using Jira (Atlassian, 2018).
(5) Software source code peer review (may be implemented by ticketing).
(6) Formal verification (must develop in a language subject to mathematical proofs, e.

g. Haskell [Haskell, 2020]), here an “abstract specification” relatable to source code
has properties of confidentiality, integrity and availability mathematically proven
using an assisted proving tool (Klein et al., 2009, 2014).

With the above, we have:
� Development host CPU-based attestation (Intel Corporation, 2016b) of all toolchain

software involved in the development transactions, i.e. each development host
implements signing such that not only the individual developer is represented in the
signing process but also the specific development host used by the developer, where
the host CPU “attests” to the integrity of the tool software as loaded in system
memory. Thus, the transaction message dispatched to the blockchain processing
nodes accurately represents that a critical development function was performed by
a tool not subject to unauthorized modification on a known approved development
host.

� Transaction history of all development transactions is accessible from a system-
wide accessible blockchain, created by a network of blockchain processing nodes
that might be implemented as a system of interacting virtual machines or
containers, on an enterprise host network.

� Endpoint loading with the ability to test OFP per module for TECHS compliance
based on a blockchain Merkle proof (blockchain-based authentication). Merkel
proofs will be discussed further in Section 3, below.

2.5 Digital currency, transfer of authorization, alloted developer time and the schedule
enformcement
In the PARANOID method, there is a quantity of digital time-limited authorization,
represented on a blockchain, with specific attributes to convey authorization and enforce the
schedule (“CH” and “S” of the TECHS condition). Because of the transactional nature of the
transfer process, the method has a currency-like quality. The authors have named this
quantity Time Limited Developer Action (TADA). TADA could be implemented in units
roughly equivalent to time units representing assigned development time. For example, a
unit of TADA could represent some unit of assigned development time. Every development
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action will then result in the transfer or expenditure of TADA. The following properties are
associated with TADA:

(1) Hierarchical distribution featuring:
� Creation at top level for multiple software engineering projects by an agency or

organization High Level Authority (HLA) such as the Under Secretary of Defense
for Research and Engineering (USD(R&E)) or service equivalent, e.g. the
Assistant Secretary of the Navy for Research, Development and Acquisition
(ASN(RDA)) or the Department of the Navy Chief Information Officer (DoN CIO).

� Subsequent to creation by HLA, distribution from HLA to mid-level authorities
(MLAs) of an agency, or organization, e.g. a Chief Engineer (CHENG) or Chief
Information Officer (CIO), for Navy systems commands (SYSCOMs) or Navy
program offices or a Navy Warfare Center mid-level official with cognizance
over software development for a specific program office.

� Continuing down the hierarchy, distribution to software development
supervisors within a specific project.

� At the lowest level of the hierarchy, distribution to individual developers on a
specific project.

(2) Represents time allotted for software development. As there is an expiration date,
TADA can only be used for a limited time. This time limit could be implemented
via hard logic in the blockchain processing node or possibly by smart contracts [1]
associated with the specific TADA transactions in a general-purpose blockchain
that supports smart contracts. The “type” of TADA could also limit the specific
area of software development, as will be discussed in Section 4.2.

(3) Allocated through an organization’s management chain via distribution transactions.
(4) Every stage of software development is a transaction involving the transfer of

TADA.
(5) Every developer action, e.g. editing, compiling, etc., results in some amount of

TADA expenditure, i.e. development time is being charged.
(6) TADA transactions as represented on the system-accessible blockchain:

� Provide secure verification that code development was performed on authorized
hardware and development tools based on attestation (TECHS item 1).

� Represent a securely-verifiable chain of authorization (TECHS item 2) all the
way from HLA to binary.

� Provide secure verification that only code modifications were performed during
the authorized development period (TECHS item 3).

(7) A key attribute of the cryptocurrency basis for PARANOID is Byzantine Fault
Tolerance (BFT) (Lamport et al., 1982), whereby any attempt to double-spend
TADA, i.e. an attempt to produce two different development transactions using the
same TADA, will be detected and halted.

2.6 Implementing time-limited authorized developer action
Implementing TADA with real cryptocurrency, where TADA is mapped to nominal
amounts of real cryptocurrency could support some uses of smart contracts. However, it
might be more practical andmore in line with organizational security practices to implement
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a non-public enterprise-based system of exchange consistent with a private permissioned
blockchain system (Bryson et al., 2017).

TADAwill be created on a server controlled by the HLA and then distributed viaMid-Level
Authorities (MLAs) across an organizational chain of authority, as illustrated in Figure 3. Each
distribution successively breaks the allotment of TADA into smaller chunks until it reaches
first-line supervisors (Sups), where it is ultimately assigned to the developers (Devs). The units
shown in the figure are notional, representing oneman-year (in seconds) at the developer level.

Here is a specific example using a series of typical TADA transactions in a development
project, beginning with the HLA and ending with the developer. Figure 4, below, is in the
style of Satoshi Nakamoto’s original 2008 whitepaper (Nakamoto, 2008), in which the
concept of a blockchain was first described. The figure illustrates the HLA generating a
TADA Creation Message (TCM) on a TADA Creation Server (TCS). If implemented as a
private digital currency, this TCM might set a deadline for the expenditure of TADA, thus
defining the period of authorization for coding. If public cryptocurrency is used, the TCM
may incorporate the use of a smart contract to set the authorized period of performance.
Another alternate might be a hybrid of private and public cryptocurrency, whereby nominal
amounts of public cryptocurrency are purchased by the HLA and treated like a number of
property deeds on a public blockchain to be bought and sold via cryptocurrency
(Szabo, 1998). Whether public or private blockchain is used, a “wallet” would securely store
transaction credentials (Rosic, 2018). The wallet of credentials could be implemented on the
HLA’s local secure host or externally on a smart card (Secure Technology Alliance, 2018)

Figure 3.
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such as the DoD’s Common Access Card (CAC) (Defense Human Resource Activity, 2018).
Like all cryptocurrencies, the TADA itself would not be stored in the wallet. Rather, any
party’s balance is determined from the original allocation and tracked according to the sum
of transactions contained on the blockchain.

An actual TADA distributional transaction, in the form of the blockchain dispatch
message from the SDE, might look like the following prototype code.

[
[
‘Key’,
‘hello_world.c’
],
[
‘Record’,
{
codeHash:‘b8639f4970c456e4502827d4af7ee7ee4ec25ca4b8809268649f
5580248d73a0’,
lastHash:‘1e4857ca70dd716be8ee876e821a49001adc4f251ad664c12b95311e
9411dbb5’,
tadaTokenToAddress:‘someTADAToAddress’,
tadaTokenFromAddress:‘someTADAFromAddress’,
tadaTokenAmount:897,
devPublicKey:‘demo_user’,
sdeVersion:‘1.0’,
revision: ‘aa6198d2e4ca0187740766f54262de61a376764b (Wed Aug 5 18:00:22

2020þ0000)’,
enclaveHash:‘4c3774ab5bc2e45b59c0ccc2f91f686b9e467405509671

fbad82709d0623cfc3’
}

]
]

Information pertaining to a certain development action will be uniquely identified with the
file’s fully-qualified name as shown in the “Key” data field. The “codeHash” and “lastHash”
fields represent the file’s current SHA-256 hash and the SHA-256 hash of the previous entry
for that file, respectively. The “tadaTokenToAddress” field corresponds to the TADA
address that will receive the TADA charged to the developer for this edit transaction. The
“tadaTokenFromAddress” field corresponds to the developer’s TADA address and is the
TADA address charged for the transaction. The “tadaTokenAmount” field is the amount
of TADA the developer is charged for the transaction. The “devPublicKey” field is the
developer’s public key that is used to connect to the PARANOID network. The “sdeVersion”
field contains the current version of the SDE. Finally, the “revision” and “enclaveHash”
fields show the attestation information.

Each TADA transfer transaction would result in a message like the one shown
above, which would be sent to the various transaction processing nodes on the network
supporting the blockchain. The transaction would be entered into a blockchain block
with a distributed consensus algorithm that will be used to select the next valid and
universally recognized, block on the blockchain. There are a variety of distributed
consensus algorithms available (Dwork and Nair, 1992; Jakobsson and Juels, 1999;
Bitcoin Wiki, 2018b, 2018c; King and Nadal, 2012; Digiconomist, 2018; Vasin, 2014;
Buterin, 2014b, 2014c, 2014d).
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Figure 5 illustrates two blocks on a blockchain in the style of Nakamoto’s paper
(Nakamoto, 2008). The blockchain would contain unalterable transactional data for all
development functions. Over time, it may consist of a large number of blocks. If a public
blockchain is used, this would be shared with all sorts of commercial transactions and
would be many tens of gigabytes or more worth of data. A more secure solution would be a
private, permissioned blockchain restricted to enterprise transactions or a blockchain used
exclusively for development by the Navy or by the Department of Defense. An intermediate
permissioned system might be an enterprise blockchain that supports multiple functions
dedicated to a specific enterprise supporting multiple functions, including development.

Once a blockchain is created, it is continuously added to and accessed by a group of
processing nodes known as the “blockchain network.” At its core, a blockchain network
provides a group of users with security services that are defined in terms of reading
transactions and updating transactions to a secure data ledger that is the blockchain. For
our previously discussed application of distributing developer time like currency, the
authors would like to implement secure transfers of developer time, such that one of the
interfaces defined for this network would be an interface that permits the transfer of
developer time. “Chaincode” is a specialized program that securely implements an interface
on the blockchain. In the example above, the chain code would execute defined logic and
securely write to the ledger that would subtract the TADA payment from a TADA
distributer and then add it to TADA recipients. This network consists of nodes, each
running in its own secure, isolated containerized environment and is the sole mechanism to
update the underlying data ledger tracking the state of the network.

Consider the developer performing an edit, as illustrated in Figure 6. When editing
source code through the development host’s SDE, some amount of TADA is expended with
each edit and with the creation of a transaction receipt which builds another link onto the
blockchain, the SDE itself becomes a party to the transaction. Similar transactions occur
with other critical development functions such as compilation, linking, conversion to OFP
load format and compliance testing. The final transaction of TADA involving the transfer of
a charged amount of TADA to the SDE is arranged at the time of saving an edit (or making
a commit). This final transaction occurs inside the SDE and is distinct from the previous
distributional transactions due to its multi-stage nature. Proceeding from left to right in
Figure 6, below:

� The most recent edit was performed on the SDE (proven by SDE signature and
corresponding blockchain transaction record) (TECHS item 1).

� The SDE is free of alterations (proven by local [self] attestation signature and
corresponding blockchain transaction record) (TECHS item 1).

� The line of distribution transactions of TADA from the HLA to the developer and
subsequent expenditure on the SDE by performing the edit proves that the
developer who is authorized by the organizational management chain wrote the
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code within the authorized schedule (proven by all signatures and corresponding
blockchain records, i.e. all applicable transactions occurred prior to TADA
expiration and thus were accepted into the blockchain) (TECHS items 2 and 3).

One might ask, “Howmuch TADA does a specific development action cost?” In other words,
how is TADA charged? The intent of PARANOID is not to represent the value of
development functions but rather, generate transaction records for them. One approach for a
cost model consistent with the aforementioned is the Charge Above Remaining Time
(CART) model. This would work as follows:

(1) Every developer action costs TADA units above remaining time in the assigned
development period of performance.

(2) Assume TADA units correspond to the time in seconds.
(3) For example, assign a developer to have a particular task completed in one year:

� One calendar year of TADA equals 31,536,000 seconds assigned to the
developer (via the chain of authority). Because of the nature of CART, one could
assign a calendar year’s worth of time. It would not be based on hours actually
worked, but rather a time to the deadline.

� If a developer waits six months before performing his or her first action, e.g. an
edit (type in a few lines of code and save), that action is charged 15768000
TADA, i.e. one half of a year of seconds.

� If the same developer then completes another edit in 60 seconds, the subsequent
action is charged 60 TADA.

� Every subsequent action is charged above the time left before the TADA expiration.
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(4) No charges are allowed after the deadline has been reached.
(5) If development work proceeds to the end of the authorized development period, this

charging model guarantees that the TADA allotment will be zeroed out. If the
development takes longer than anticipated, more TADA can be allocated. Remember
that TADA does not represent value. It is a basis for transactions that enforce deadlines.

(6) If the development completes early, the supervisor can recall TADA, which would
freeze code development.

The example above is, of course, a simplification of how source files are created andmodified in
a major software development program. In modern development systems, a versioning system
such as Git (Git webpage, 2019) is used and usually integrated with an editor. The actual
process would be implemented at the “commit” stage of the versioning tool, whereby the source
is incorporated into a Git repository or “repo” and a signed hash representing the source code
file is generated. Though using hashing and signatures implies security, in this case, they are
intended for corruption detection and not security. Other developers such as Ellcrys (Idialu,
2019), are working on a distributed Git repo technology that uses blockchain technology to
implement secure connectivity across nodes that comprise the distributed repo.

It would not be fair to omit a mention of the many development systems with some
degree of tracking and traceability for source code modification. Existing systems have
“check-out” processes whereby a developer gets permission to make modifications to source
code. Upon completion, the modified source code undergoes “check-in” and can be used for a
build. What distinguishes PARANOID from these systems is that a strict security policy is
integrated into the complete software development work-flow. Existing development
systems may track changes in source code, but the build system may still allow a build with
improperly checked-out code modifications. It is intended that PARANOID will
automatically and completely enforce the security of the development system, such that
code with unauthorizedmodifications will not be allowed to be built.

3. Using PARANOID for endpoint operational flight program authentication
“In my opinion, it’s all about the Merkle Tree.”

– Vitalik Buterin, chief scientist of Ethereum, DEVCON1 (Buterin, 2016).

As described previously, a distributed consensus algorithm is the basis for determining how
transactions are arranged into a block and how the next blockchain block is identified. A
block is identified by its hash. In Bitcoin and other blockchains, if the root hash of a block
appears in the subsequent block, that is compelling evidence that the previous block is valid,
so the new block is accepted into the blockchain (Nakamoto, 2008).

3.1 Recognizing an authentic operational flight program load at the endpoint via a binary
Merkle tree proof
Consider a block on a conceptual PARANOID blockchain, as illustrated in Figure 7,
representing the ith block and illustrated in the style of Nakamoto (2008). In this diagram,
there are only four transactions in the block. The number would be considerably more in a
real blockchain block such as the Bitcoin blockchain (The number of transactions per block
is variable in Bitcoin, but on average, it is between 1,500 and 2,500 transactions per block,
depending on the overall block size [Blockchain Luxembourg S.A., 2020a].) At the bottom of
Figure 7 are the transactions representing various development actions in the order they
come into the blockchain network. Immediately above that are the corresponding hashes.
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Each hash is paired with a nonce (an arbitrary, often pseudorandom number issued in an
authentication protocol to ensure that old communications cannot be reused in replay
attacks) and the pairs become arguments for subsequent hashes proceeding up, in a
hierarchal manner, until a single, top-level hash is achieved for the block. This top-level hash
is the root hash of the block. A successive pairwise hierarchical hashing like this one is
called a BinaryMerkle Tree (BMT), where the transactions are the leaves and the top hash is
the root hash.

The pairwise arrangement of the block emerges from the binary-decimation nature
of certain hash algorithms, where the output size is half the size of the input. For
example, for SHA-256, each input is 512 bits (64 bytes) and each output is 256 bits
(32 bytes). Two 256-bit outputs of two hashing operations on the previous level are
combined, providing a 512-bit input to the next level and so forth. It is necessary to
calculate the BMT to generate a root hash of a block. The number of operations scales
at order nlog2n hashing operations for n transactions, assuming a transaction hash is
supported by standard hash functions such as SHA-2 (National Institute of Standards
and Technology, 2015). Note also that obtaining the hash for each transaction would
take several rounds of hashing (of hashing hashes) because an individual transaction in
a tentative block is considerably larger than 512 bits (64 bytes). For a Bitcoin-sized
transaction, the transaction message is around 256 bytes (Stack Exchange Inc, 2014;
Bitcoin Wiki, 2018d), about four times the SHA-256 input size, multiple hashing rounds
4� log2(4)� 1 = 7 SHA-256 hash operations would be needed to effectively calculate an

Figure 7.
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individual transaction hash. PARANOID may require a larger transaction size
compared to Bitcoin, especially for the critical development transactions because of all
the signature fields that must be represented in the transaction. Once the individual
transaction hashes are calculated, one can then proceed to implement the Merkle Tree
such that the block hash can be subsequently be calculated. For a Bitcoin-sized block of
around 2,000 blocks (Blockchain Luxembourg S.A., 2020b), this would be
approximately 2048� log2(2048)� 1 = 2048� 11� 1 = 22,527 hash operations.

To verify Txi1 in Figure 7 and to complete the proof, all that is needed at the confirming
endpoint are the items in Figure 7 in orange (with Hash0 and Hash23 with Txi1, the root
hash of the block can be calculated, which is of course listed on the block). This is known as
the Pruned Binary Merkle Tree (PBMT) representation. Working out all the hashes along a
PBMT is called a Merkle proof (Nakamoto, 2008).

The transaction records Txi0 through Txi3 are the low-level leaves in a hierarchy of
successive hashing levels, culminating in a root hash. The magenta-colored elements in
Figure 7 represent the Pruned BMT (PBMT) for verifying the Txi1 (orange) transaction with
the root hash. Besides Txi1, the verification requester would only have to provide hashes
Hash0 and Hash23 to the receiving LWPN such that it could confirm that Txi1 is part of the
ith block. The LWPN has to calculate the block root hash which provides the verification
that Txi1 is a valid transaction based on the root hash being accepted into the blockchain by
the existance of successive blocks. This is a powerful capability to provide for proving the
validity of any developmental transaction.

The hash trees can extend above the blockchain blocks. There could be “blocks of
blocks” that themselves are hashed. This would not be of interest in a cryptocurrency
system but is relevant to software security in authenticating a software upgrade whose
development is represented over many blockchain blocks. The goal is to prove, via Merkle
proof, that for some binary module in the upgraded software, the binary having been
compiled from its associated upgrade source code module (as in Figure 2), that the upgraded
source code itself is derived from a corresponding earlier version of source code previously
compiled to the binary and currently resident on the endpoint.

Note that the term “binarymodule,”which we have used to refer to a section of the binary
image (build output) compiled from a specific source code module (function, file), could just
as easily refer to the module code in the form of the packed binary format for non-volatile
storage (flash) memory or the specific OFP load format for loading into its target endpoint.
In whatever form, the module is compiled from a corresponding source code module.
Remember, too, that with the embedded signatures, the corresponding source code module is
directly traceable from its respective main memory binary module’s (or module in packed
format or OFP load format) embedded signature.

3.2 Using a light-weight processing node for a bridging multi-block binary Merkle tree proof
in operational flight program authentication
The authentication of the OFP requires verification against the blockchain, but it is not
always practical to have a copy of the entire blockchain, either due to storage limitations or
due to limited communication bandwidth. For the sake of practicality, there is a need for a
remote verification capability or Light-Weight Processing Node (LWPN) (Bitcoin Wiki,
2018a) to process a small part of the blockchain, which will authenticate an input OFP at or
near, the endpoint. From the block’s root hash, with a limited number of selected hashes at
various levels about the tree, one could verify a specific transaction without having to check
every transaction hash in the block of the transaction of interest. This greatly reduces the
amount of information required for authentication.
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For a particular upgrade OFP source code module, an LWPN approach can be used to
authenticate the upgrade OFP such that the whole blockchain is not needed for
authentication, but rather, a Merkle proof based on a small set of blockchain-derived data is
needed. In consideration of the above, the authors present the Bridging Multi-block PBMT
(BMP).

There is an information storage economywith the PBMT in that for a receiving LWPN, it
would require log2n provided hashes with log2nþ 1 hashing operations to prove a specific
transaction in an n transaction containing block to confirm the corresponding root hash. For
example, if there are from the previous section, about two thousand transactions per block�
211 = 2048, a Merkle proof only requires 12 hashing operations with 11 sender-provided
hashes, such that a party requiring verification can verify that a specific transaction is part
of a recognized blockchain block, with the caveat that the party requiring verification has a
separate channel that can access the blockchain root hash independent from the sender.
Otherwise, a malicious sender might send fabricated blockchain data.

The application of the PBMT is illustrated in Figure 8, where the endpoint branch of the
BMP is shown. From the SSA, a Merkle tree is generated containing magenta nodes with
regard to the upgraded binary module, shown in orange, including the high-level root hash
for both systems. This is the SSA branch of the BMP. When combined and calculated up to
the root hash, this is enough to prove that the particular OFP upgrade binary module, whose
corresponding source code is derived from its ancestral source code of the previous version,
is legitimate. The previous version will have a corresponding binary module in the OFP
currently resident on the endpoint. This is consistent with the nature of embedded software
in many avionics systems whereby source code gradually evolves over the lifecycle of its
corresponding avionic system endpoint target.

From the endpoint, using information stored at or around, the endpoint, a Merkle tree
representation is generated containing green nodes with regard to the endpoint resident
binary section derived from its respective source code, shown in blue. The Merkle proof

Figure 8.
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shown is that a newer version of source code (orange) is derived from an older source code
(blue) from the endpoint branch securely stored on the endpoint (green) and the SSA branch
and root hash provided by the SSAwith the OFP (magenta).

The OFP upgrade is associated with the section of blockchain-derived data (the magenta
SSA branch in Figure 8) that relates to other blockchain-derived data stored at or near, the
endpoint (the green endpoint branch).

To summarize, in the PARANOID authentication scheme associated with an OFP
upgrade, the SSA provides a BMP SSA branch and root hash for the OFP upgrade so that,
together with the endpoint’s BMP branch, it can be used to bridge the blockchain
traceability from the currently loaded OFP binary module resident on the avionics endpoint
to the OFP corresponding upgrade binary module, therefore establishing correspondence for
a specific endpoint binary module vis-à-vis its corresponding upgrade OFP binary module.
This authenticates the upgrade OFP in a source code module-wise manner. This is a module-
wise Merkle Proof of authenticity. The set of blockchain data to support the Merkle proof
would be stored securely around the point of authentication to prevent a maliciously
modified OFP, with an associated fabricated blockchain, from being injected into the said
point of authentication.

What matters is that the final edit transaction involving the source file of interest
contained in the last OFP and the final edit transaction of the corresponding source code file
contained in the newer OFP are the lowest level leaf nodes in the BMP. Upon completion of
development for a software upgrade cycle for a particular file, on the upgrade, there is the
final version, i.e. the final edit, that corresponds final version on the currently fielded OFP.

Recapitulating the order of traceability: OFP format ! packed storage format ! main
memory binary image! object file! source code. Having a BMP for each source code file
(module) corresponding to a function in the object import list with regard to the linking
operation (Samek, 2018), the blockchain-based authentication strategy would look like this:
A securely implemented checking process would sequentially sweep through the upgrade
OFP, whereby each binary module (resulting from an associated source code module [file])
with its specific embedded signature block as shown in Figure 6, would be processed
against the BMP, likewise this would occur with the previous OFP, such that for the
corresponding sections, based on the associated BMP, it could be proven module-wise, as in
Figure 8, that the upgrade OFP is derived from the previous OFP.

3.3 Estimating the amount of blockchain derived data required to support OFP authentication
Under PARANOID, an authentication data set would be provided by the SSA for
authentication at or near, the target endpoint. A Rough Order of Magnitude (ROM) size for
the total amount of authentication information required by PARANOID to authenticate a
typical naval avionics OFP, consisting of thousands of source code modules, is on the order
of five million lines of code (LoC), including the .h include files of a C/Cþþ code base. For the
sake of example, consider that, on average, there are 50 LoC in each source module (roughly
a page of 10 point font) in the standalone source code file. This results in 100,000 files
containing all the source code in the codebase.

Consider the issue of relating the source code of the currently loaded OFP with the source
code of the upgrade OFP from blockchain data representing source code edits. This involves
the 100,000 source could module files a build implemented under PARANOID, therefore,
needs to provide proof for 100,000 development transactions representing the final
development transaction for each source-code module. Now, consider the edit history of any
given source module. There could be many edits (commits) between the source code module
of the previous OFP and its corresponding upgrade version. For the sake of this example, let
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the hypothetical blockchain used for this calculation example be similar to Bitcoin in
transaction size, block size and total size. As of the writing of this paper is approaching one-
half billion transactions (Blockchain Luxembourg S.A., 2020c).

Each transaction in Bitcoin consists of approximately 250 bytes (Stack Exchange Inc,
2014; Bitcoin Wiki, 2018d) and involves an SHA-256 hash, a public key infrastructure (PKI)
signature, public key, source and destination addresses corresponding to the transaction
parties. Let us consider a blockchain system representing one-half billion transactions. We
will relate this to Figure 8 for calculating the number of required hashes over the entire set of
transaction records in the one-half billion records, from the EP branch and the SSA. For
BMPs, each leaf is a hash, e.g. SHA-256, so it would contain 32 bytes. So, the size of the BMP
of a blockchain containing n transactions corresponds to log2n, where n=one-half billion.
For the SSA magenta branch this would be the amount of information is log2(one-half
billion)� 32 Bytes� 29� 32 Bytes= 928 bytes� 1kilobyte per BMP. For the green EP side
there would need to be 28� 32 = 896� bytes so that the total is about 2 kilobytes per BMP.
Therefore, for an OFP with 100,000 source code (module) files, this results in a size of 200
megabytes. The previous paragraph describes the blockchain process of relating source
code of the currently loaded OFP with the upgrade OFP source code, however, before that
can be accomplished, one also must relate any OFP format module to its corresponding
source code. Here we discuss the the requirements for the latter. Consider the transactions
representing: editing, compilation, linking (build, image), packed mass memory storage
format and OFP encoding format. From the previous section 3.2 regarding the 2,000
transaction record blocksize, within a block, there are approximately 10� log2(2048)–1= 10
hashes where each hash is 32 bytes. For the 100,000 modules, we relate each transaction
involving edit, compile, link, packing and OFP format encoding to its blockchain root hash
via the Merkle proof discussed in section 3.2. The total number of bytes, therefore, is 10 �
32� 5� 100,000 = 162 million bytes. So, approximately 200 + 160 = 360 megabytes, would
be needed to store the blockchain derived information.

This may appear to be an exorbitantly large amount of information for supporting
authentication. It is considerably more information than what is required for a
corresponding hash or HMAC. However, remember that this is authenticating the entire
history of the code down to individual modules, proving every section of code is TECHS
compliant over its development history, including the toolchain used in code development.

Considering the latest storage technology, this is not an impractically large amount of
data. As of the time of writing, a typical high-end hard disk drive (HDD) can hold
approximately 15 terabytes (on the order of 75 Bitcoin blockchains). High-end solid-state
drives (SDDs), more likely to be in a militarized platform, are also in this capacity range.
Intel Optane (Intel Corporation, 2019b) memory provides 32 gigabytes of non-volatile
memory in a module package of only 22 millimeters by 80 millimeters, already having a
significantly higher density than flash technology used in conventional SSDs. In the
unlikely event that It is required to use something the size of the entire Bitcoin blockchain, a
modern high-end drive would be able to support it. As of this writing, avionics single-board
computers typically have a minimum capacity of multiple gigabytes of non-volatile memory
(Curtiss-Wright, 2018). Several hundred megabytes would be easily supportable even with
conventional technology.

One may also note that the cryptography community is moving in the direction of more
elaborate crypto-authentication schemes, per National Security Agency (NSA) direction, in
reaction to the possibility of quantum computing that could break presently used PKI
encryption schemes, such that an adversary could forge signatures and HMAC hashes
(Chen, 2006). A significant characteristic of post-quantum schemes is that, by orders of
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magnitude, much larger amounts of keying information is required for signatures and
public keys (Bernstein et al., 2009). Thus, in the future, significantly larger storage
requirements for cryptographic data are inevitable. For full post-quantum capability, for
PARANOID and other blockchain-based applications, the legacy PKI signature portion of
some blockchain protocols would have to be replaced by post-quantum cryptography
signature algorithms such as lattice cryptography schemes, e.g. The NTRU Signature
Algorithm (NTRUSign) (Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers, 2008). NIST has
held competitions for post-quantum cryptographic algorithms including signature
algorithms (National Institute of Standards and Technology, 2018).

Another matter to consider is how long it will take to process the authentication data. As
the majority of processing involves hashing, e.g. SHA-2, it would typically not take very
long. Intel Corporation has special processor instructions to accelerate hashing by
combining certain steps of the SHA-2 and SHA-3 algorithms into single instructions for the
x86 and x86-64 processor architectures (Guilford et al., 2012; Intel Corporation, 2016a). In
benchmarks of the SHA-2 (SHA-256) and SHA-3 implementation, x86-64 hardware has been
shown to be able to process over 100 megabytes per second (Intel Corporation, 2016a;
wolfSSL, Inc, 2018). Then, there is also the matter of signature verification. The website
wolfSSL (wolfSSL, Inc, 2018) reports that over 1,600 Elliptical Curve Digital Signature
Algorithm (ECDSA) (National Institute of Standards and Technology, 2013) signature
verifications can be performed per second. ECDSA is the specific signature algorithm used
in Bitcoin and other cryptocurrencies.

3.4 Securing the operational flight program through the program loader
The long-term goal should be to provide the endpoint the ability to detect any
unapproved binaries. PARANOID would allow the avionics endpoint to authenticate its
OFP software binary code. The endpoint might perform a simple software-based
Merkle proof per avionics board inside a WRA, or per avionics unit applied to the
packed binary at startup prior to unpacking the packed image stored in nonvolatile
memory. This capability would require the set of BMPs for the specific SBC binary
target unit corresponding to that particular avionics SBC. Storing this data would
require a secure region of memory. The secure memory would relate to “sealed storage”
technology and may take advantage of system hardware security features. The specific
software binary for implementing the Merkle proof authentication function would also
need to be carefully protected.

An even more ambitious approach may be to perform a continuous Merkle proof applied
to the main memory image of the loaded binary running in the background and
implemented by the main memory hardware such as the Memory Management Unit (MMU)
(Uyeda, 2009), continuously checking the main memory image of the code. A secure way to
perform this proof would have to be developed. There have been researching efforts to
develop high-security MMU systems (Gilmont et al., 1999) that may have some capability
to support PARANOID, but do not yet exist in available products. Though it may be
possible to have a low-level hardware system performingMerkle proofs implemented by the
MMU, this may be difficult to implement on existing avionics due to the requisite amount of
modification and, thus, may have to be relegated to future systems.

Considering the difficulty of the above endpoint authentication with regard to the
necessity for developing new, specific MMU hardware to support it, the next logical place to
perform PARANOID-based authentication would be at the point of loading the OFP into the
aircraft.
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One could imagine a ruggedized computer with state-of-the-art robust security and a
production secure VM running on top of a secure hypervisor that manages the OFP load
process. It could even be the identical SDE developed under PARANOID with the
development functions disabled but retaining the PARANOID authentication
functionality. The SDE would do a section-by-section authentication of the OFP as it
was being accessed for transfer to the target avionics system in the manner described in
Section 3.1. With this approach, every TECHS-related aspect of the OFP can be
authenticated. For this capability, it may be appropriate to create an extension of MIL-
STD-2217 that adds a blockchain-based authentication capability to the load process.
This approach to performing blockchain-based authentication at the point of load
would be much more achievable in the near term, allowing the continued use of legacy
avionics but increasing the ability to have robust authentication because of the
available technology to support its implementation.

Consider PC-based loaders hosting a secure VM-based system, for instance. The two
existing OFP loader systems used in the Navy today are the legacy Memory Loader Verifier
Set (MLVS) AN/USQ-131A and B, and the newer Program Loader Set (PLS). The existing
load process already has some capability with regard to the detection of OFP corruption.
MIL-STD-2217 describes a standard for loading an OFP onto an avionics target via a serial
data bus connection while simultaneously performing verification (United States
Department of Defense, 1991).

As avionics WRAs may consist of multiple SBCs, each executing its own specific binary
image, all the various binaries targeting specific SBCs across a WRA in an avionics system
are bundled together to form an OFP for a specific WRA. Usually, a unique SBC uses a
specific binary image, but sometimes a specific binary image may be used across multiple
identical SBCs and sometimes, multiple identical SBCs each get a unique binary image. For
this purpose, the generated OFP is a file that consolidates multiple binary images into a
special format containing headers that describe to which target SBCs the various images go.
The OFPs are distributed to naval squadron hosts supporting avionics and are
subsequently loaded onto the program loaders.

The complete set of interoperable OFPs supporting a set of WRAs in an aircraft avionics
system is a Software Compatibility Set (SCS). The SCS for a specific avionics software
version is loaded onto a program loader as received from the SSA. For PARANOID,
generating the OFP load format from its constituent images could be viewed as a critical
development function involving its particular stage of signing and blockchain of outputs.
The signed OFPs for a particular SCS could have embedded labels indicating the SCS
version number as added security.

4. Other considerations to maximize the benefits of the PARANOID approach
4.1 Networking on a PARANOID system
Network connections could be implemented via a secure Virtual Private Network (VPN).
The networking would allow SDEs across multiple development hosts to communicate
confidentiality between the hosts. Major builds could be implemented across multiple SDEs,
perhaps, using a “director” SDE that contains a build script written by a lead developer.
Another notional architecture is a system whereby individual developers have workstations
with SDEs that use the blockchain-enabled editors for the purpose of writing source code.
The workstations could be connected to a build server running an SDE that performs
compilations and system builds. Thus, PARANOID would be compatible with a networked
development and operations (DevOps) system.
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4.2 Limit scope of developers’ specifically-assigned areas
The assignment process, as described in Section 2.5, might also be useful for limiting the
scope of what individual developers can work on. This would help mitigate malicious
insider threats. For instance, if a particular developer is assigned to write code to support a
navigation system, perhaps, that specific developer should not have access to any code that
supports the fire control system. Smart contracts might be used to create restricted lines of
development, whereby a coder assigned to one line of code development does not have
access to other lines. The restriction process might be implemented anywhere on the chain
of authority, but might be most appropriately done at the supervisor level. Alternate
variants of TADA could be created at the HLA, each corresponding to different embedded
development areas, e.g. fire control software versus navigation software. The TCMmight be
used to indicate stovepiped restrictions on TADA, as described in Section 2.6.

4.3 Enforce specifications with formal proofs and blockchain
In a similar vein, some specifications of the software might be written by the supervisor as
part of the assignment process. Today, some coding is based on specification languages
(Sennella and Wirsing, 2019) such as the Specification and Description Language (SDL)
(SDL-RT, 2013) or Gallina (Coq, 2020); or formal languages such as ML (Github Project: ML,
2020), Haskell (Haskell, 2020) or Occam (Occam 2.1, 2020). The above specification language
code is implemented by a “satisfiability solver” (Gomes, 2008) or proof systems such as Coq
(The Coq Proof Assistant, 2020), HOL (Higher Order Logic Interactive Theorem Prover,
2020) or CSP (Hoare, 2015). The supervisor might be able to write a specification that limits
what the code might do in regard to some basic attributes. For example, for some particular
source code representing a function, a supervisor could limit the input and output
arguments or specific, more complex specifications. The assigned developer could then
write the main body of the code compliant with the specification, as verified by formal proof.
The formal proof would become a critical development function, which would be
represented by a transaction. It could be determined that a binary conforms to a formal
proof without the specification being publically released.

4.4 Use of blockchain to monitor access to sensitive code or sensitive data
If the software is sensitive, once the software has been developed and the code is “frozen” by
the appropriate level of management, the priority concern may become protecting the
software against unauthorized disclosure. A big part of dealing with this concern is
monitoring who has access to the software to prevent the exfiltration of sensitive
information. Making each access attempt a transaction recorded on a blockchain, using a
method similar to what has been previously presented, could enable tracking of personnel
access to sensitive software, documentation or data.

A controlled access blockchain (CABlock) is a secure distributed access control system
that is built on a blockchain infrastructure to provide a transactional approach to
implementing access to sensitive software, documentation and/or data. Additionally, it
enforces the need-to-know access restrictions on IT support staff, system administrators and
security personnel, who may not need access to the actual data and documents, to ensure
and enforce security (Di-Francesco Maesa et al., 2017). This supports the concept of Role-
Based Access Control (RBAC). Security personnel can audit a blockchain ledger
representing transactions by administrators and program office personnel to support
administrative functions. However, such transactions do not need to involve read access to
view the actual files. This fundamental limit would itself be represented in the ledger as
records of granted permissions pertaining to defined access functions or query functions
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that, depending on the particular user’s clearance and need-to-know status, provide limited
information not involving direct read access. This is a variation of zero-knowledge proof
(Schor, 2018). Some aspect about a secret is proven without transferring complete
knowledge of the secret itself. The above functions would be implemented through a secure
system such as a secure VM in the manner of the SDE. The execution of such a function
would be implemented as a transaction creating a blockchain record representing what
specific information was accessed when the access occurred and who was given access and
any other necessary information of interest to the delegated authority. The aforementioned
access functions would be enabled or disabled by the permissions records contained in a
block but could be repudiated with a fork or a new block. A TADA system could also be
used to enable permissions for a limited time corresponding to a defined task assignment
period or work-year. Different classes of TADAmight be provided simultaneously to enable
classes of permissions assigned to specific users according to each user’s specific clearance
level and need-to-know status vis-à-vis the sensitivity of the material.

A blockchain can support the secure storage of any kind of data, including documents,
models and code with the optional addition of smart contracts that would affect access by
releasing decryption keys to designated individuals once required conditions have been met.
This novel implementation is mainly focused on access control and access tracking of
sensitive material. The key to the success of a blockchain is that it is not limited to one
network administrator or to one single computer. A host of nodes are used to share the data
and enable the privileged end-users with high integrity on the nodes. The strength of a
blockchain is the recognition that ownership or control, of an asset, is determined by the
consensus of these nodes. Additionally, with the confidentiality, integrity and availability
aspect of the encrypted and authenticated blockchain, it is very difficult to insert malicious
data and/or viruses. A document control list (like a history) would be found for each
document in the ledger. This would provide a clear mechanism for forensic analysis in the
event of a mishap and provide immediate notification of an incident to participating nodes.
Finally, rules can be applied to a blockchain that prevents viewing documents outside of the
private network and enforces rules such as document self-destruct.

4.5 Limits of PARANOID
It should be noted that this approach does not directly prevent certain issues such as zero-
day vulnerabilities. As a zero-day is a failure of a developer to foresee how code might be
compromised, the ability to automatically detect zero-day vulnerabilities is beyond the core
capability and scope of PARANOID with regard to enforcing the TECHS condition.
PARANOID may support, however, the detection of zero-days by enforcing peer review and
the application of static analyzers as critical development stages to provide a greater
likelihood of detection (i.e. use of these would also have utility for detecting a malicious
insider). Once a zero-day is detected, smart contracts-based revocation in conjunction with
blockchain-based authentication at the point of load might be used to prevent the affected
OFP containing the specific zero-day-affected components from being loaded onto an
endpoint.

Finally, PARANOID uses the consensus mechanisms of existing blockchain systems. It
would be up to the implementers to select a blockchain system with a robust consensus
algorithm that would minimize the likelihood of a 51% attack. Using a private, permissioned
blockchain, as opposed to a public blockchain should also contribute to robustness against a
51% attack.
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4.6 Ongoing proof-of-concept demonstration
A team has been stood up within the Naval Air Warfare Center Aircraft Division
(NAWCAD) to implement a proof-of-concept demonstration of PARANOID based on the
open-source Hyperledger Fabric blockchain architecture (Androulaki et al., 2018).

At the time of this writing, the PARANOID project team is proceeding to create a proof-
of-concept prototype to demonstrate how the previously-described DevSecOps approach can
be implemented into a workable system. For editing software operating under PARANOID,
the team created a fork of the open-source text editor Nano, which is written in C and
designed and configured several other components that would then be integrated into Nano
by modifying its source code base to create new program logic and to interface functional
components. The components integrated into Nano are: 1) a Git repository interface to
provide source control of a developer’s project source code and configuration files; and
2) multiple Hyperledger chain code definitions to support source code commit transactions
(i.e. using Git to manage the source code files and Hyperledger to securely store the
cryptographic hash of each file to validate the Git repository). Additionally, a compile
transaction has been implemented for a blockchain-enabled version of the open-source GNU
GCC compiler to represent a compilation of source files having edit histories that are
themselves blockchain represented. In a similar manner, a link transaction has been
implemented for the GNU linker regarding linking operation on blockchain-represented
object files. Because every transaction in PARANOID involves exchanging TADA, the team
created a Hyperledger chaincode that manages and tracks TADA expenditures for the
aforementioned transactions.

The upper left of Figure 9 is an example of how a file edit is stored on the blockchain over
time. When querying a file’s history, it will print out from newest edits to oldest edits. In the
upper right of Figure 9, there is an example of a PARANOID log file generated during
runtime. The lower left of Figure 9 shows an example of embedded information in the
resulting executable file from the PARANOID linking process. Note that the local directory
path information has been removed. Finally, in the lower right of Figure 9 is an illustration
of what a user will see in Nano as the user is interacting with PARANOID blockchain
commands.

In the proof-of-concept, SDEs that implement PARANOID run in Docker containers. Intel
SGX will be used to attest that any particular SDE is free from unauthorized modifications
at the point of performing a development function. The attestation will be integrated into the
development transaction message dispatched to the blockchain network. Currently, the

Figure 9.
Screenshots from the
PARANOID proof-of-

concept system
currently under

development
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authors are investigating a solution for applying SGX enclave security at the Docker
container level with products such as SCONE (Arnautov et al., 2016) or Graphene (Tsai,
2017). The project team plans to finish the development of the PARANOID proof-of-concept
such that it might be tested in a development cloud associated with Naval Air Systems
Command (NAVAIR) aircraft programs. Here, system scalability will be characterized to
determine the amount of blockchain processing resources that would be required to support
a typical size naval aircraft avionics software development program. The ability to perform
a blockchain-based authentication at the point of loading a simulated “dummy” OFP on a
simulated endpoint will also be demonstrated.

In the near future, as described in Section 2.2.2, the SDE can be used to develop itself in a
self-hosted manner such that an SDE can modify itself and recompile itself where the
development history of every SDE software component is represented on a blockchain.
Thus the blockchain-based traceability extends from the OFP embedded software over its
history to the toolchain used to develop the embedded software over said toolchain’s
development history. At this point, PARANOID might become a significant undertaking
with the need to support software requirements across multiple programs, and thus, might
require a maintainer/developer entity, also mentioned in Section 2.2.2.

4.7 Applicability of PARANOID to commercial embedded development
The approach described herein can also be applied to commercial systems. One obvious
application is too embedded software development for commercial aviation systems.
Autonomous vehicles are another potential application area of this approach. As automation
advances, the emphasis moves from a human driver to a collection of hardware and
software that define the driver. As such, many control manufacturers represent the key
ingredients of an autonomous vehicle to include safety-critical embedded software
associated with LiDAR, sonar, radar, imaging and machine learning systems. The authors
posit that regulators and consumers will ultimately appreciate an integrated approach to
holistically securing the autonomous vehicle’s software supply chain in a manner in which a
software program load is traceable and provably developed and built with authorized tools
on an authorized DevOps system by authorized developers, based on a universally-accepted
blockchain. An example may be software authenticated and passed from control
manufacturers to carmakers and then subsequently to service providers for software
maintenance and upgrades. Still, other potential commercial application areas might be
embedded software for medical devices and medical equipment or any software product
that has critical safety and/or security requirements in areas of transportation, industrial
controls, communications and finance.

5. Conclusion
The authors have presented amethod for implementing strong, fine-grained authentication and
traceability to the SSA to support OFP security in naval avionics. While the concept is strongly
based on blockchain technology, considerations for the SDE, as presented, are paramount for
the practical implementation of this method. The authors posit that the strength of the
approach is the application of a transactional paradigm, in an economic sense, involving
expenditure and a receipt in the form of a blockchain transaction. The resulting software
development method, with the judicious combination of blockchain and host-based security
technology, emphasizing signing and embedded signature for critical development functions,
can successfully meet the increasing cybersecurity challenges faced by the US armed forces. A
plethora of developing technology can be used to implement this vision, from open source
technology to products that specifically support blockchain applications.
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Note

1. A smart contract is a “cryptographic ‘box’ that contains value and only unlocks if certain
conditions are met” (Buterin, 2014a). In this case it is a created code that exists on the blockchain,
which proves that a function has been completed.
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